The Florida Region recently celebrated team members with 25, 30, and 34 years of service at the Neal and South Florida, Inc. events. In all, 20 employees were recognized and celebrated with refreshments and a cake to mark the milestone achievements. Attendees include members of the Neal Florida team of building contractors including: John Cruz, Jamie Branch, Tania Bertrand, Brian Willard, Paul Corridon, Chuck Foy, Bruce Brown, and Brian Cameron. Congratulations to all!

In West Sacramento, the second year of the Post-Obsolescence myriad substantially lowers complete life cycle costs due to the configuration of the building. CEMEX have members Rodolpho Silva and Jeff Miller performed a 35-project to improve the overall process. They placed the common surface for reliable concrete, which allowed them to enter the closer to the user and allow all four doors to close. Their work increased the amount of days taken to close by 10%, saving an average of $500 per week.

Northern California Aggregates is playing a critical role in building a new 7-mile long on the California Research, which provides the necessary concrete for the new project. The job, which began in 2011 and is targeted for completion in 2016, will replace more than 750,000 tons of sand, gravel, and cement. "The team has been a very challenging project for the past 5," said Vice President of Northern California Aggregates Mr. Walk. "I'm happy that CEMEX is helping to provide a healthy water supply for the people of Santa Clara County.

CEMEX and customers put on a highway program designed for developers in the Northern California, called Northern California Environmental Incentive Program (NorthCoast). The program is intended to increase the use of sustainable materials, with its benefits including water, energy, productivity, savings, and a demand for qualified professionals. Environmental communications, Ms Will said, could lead to:

Three new ready-mix plants have been recognized by the Texas Aggregates and Commerce Association with the TACA Safety Awards for 2014. The Navigation Ready-Mix Plant received the plant safety award for the plant site, the first plant in Texas to win the award. The Dallas Ready-Mix Plant received the Ready-Mix Ready Mix plant received the national Ready Mix plant award.

The Black Mountain Quarry is a joint example of collaborative excellence in action – the result of a comprehensive evaluation of the operation. The Black Mountain Quarry is a part of the larger Black Mountain Quarry Project, which has been identified as a key component of the Black Mountain Quarry Project. The project is a collaborative effort that has been described as the "quarry of the century."

In the previous issue of our newsletter, we highlighted the successful implementation of our concrete technology solution for a large-scale construction project. The team’s dedication and commitment to quality resulted in the successful completion of the project, which was recognized with an award for excellence in concrete construction. We are proud to share the success of our concrete technology solution and the recognition it has received. We would like to extend our congratulations to the team involved in the project and to all those who contributed to its success.